
The Basics
Overview 
Everyone loves a Long Weekend on Arran. Beautiful 

accommodation, climbing our spectacular mountains, 

eating Arran produce in a lovely restaurant and picking up 

those important souvenirs to take home. It's always a race to 

do everything and, in The Long Weekend, there are a few 

extra diversions thrown into the mix! Whether the restaurant 

wasn't booked, the hotel has a fire drill, the mountain is 

shrouded in fog or the shops are closed for lunch,...there's a 

chance you won't make it to the ferry before the others. The 

game can be played by as few as two players, but is better - 

and more frantic - with 3 or more!

The aim of the game.
The aim is to collect what is necessary for a typical "Long 

Weekend" on Arran. Each player must collect the following 

"Feature" cards:

  1 x Goatfell Card      2 x Hotel Cards     

 3 x Souvenir Cards     4 x Dining Cards    

 1 x Ferry Ticket for the journey home. 

When a player has collected all the above, he must attempt 

to reach the Ferry Terminal before the other players. The first 

to do so, and prove they possess all the cards above, is the 

winner. 

Setting up the game.
Unfold the board. Shuffle the Luck cards and place them face 

down on the respective area of the board. Do the same with 

the Diversion Cards. Place the ferry cards (plain side down) 

in their area in the centre of the board. The Hotel, Goatfell, 

Souvenir and Dining Cards should be placed in their 

respective corners. Playing pieces ("counters") should be 

placed in the Ferry Terminal (one per player). 

During the game
Players must keep their cards in front of them during the 

game, so that other players can see how many tasks 

everyone has undertaken. Diversion Cards must be kept face 

down but on show. Players should not show which Diversion 

Cards they own. 

Moving around the board.
All players start at the Ferry terminal and proceed to join the 
main circuit around the circumference of the board, in a 
clockwise direction. The corner squares, depicting photos, 
equate to one space in terms of a die throw. Players should 
not place their counters on the Diversion section of the corner 
square unless they are taking a Diversion. 
Rolling a "6" allows another throw, except whilst a player is on 
a Diversion. There is no penalty or bonus for landing on the 
same square as an opponent.
Occasional Squares on the board feature "Miss a turn" or "go 
to..." which must be adhered to by any player who lands there. 

Ending the Game.
A player in possession of all the cards listed above must reach 
the Ferry Terminal. He does not have to throw an exact 
number to finish. 

The Cards
The Feature cards.
The Hotel, Goatfell, Souvenir and Dining Cards are 
collected when you land on their respective corner 
squares. Take one only, each time you land on that 
square. If you land on the square at the end of a 
Diversion, you are allowed to collect another card if you 
need it. You must not collect more Feature Cards than 
you need. You must collect 1 x Goatfell Card, 2 x Hotel 
Cards, 3 x Souvenir Cards and 4 x Dining Cards, as 
indicated on the far corners. You must also collect a 
Ferry Ticket by landing on the appropriate squares.  
Keep all these cards on show in front of you.

Luck Squares and Luck Cards
If you land on a Luck Square, you should take a Luck Card from 
the pack and act on it immediately. You should replace the 
card to the bottom of the pack. Luck Cards can have positive 
and negative effects to your game!

Note that a request on a luck card may not be able to be acted 
on if the current status of play does not allow it. For example: If 
you are to “take someone to dinner” and you have to select 
someone who is not on a diversion, there may be nobody 
available. In this case, just return the card to the bottom of the 
pack. 

Ferry Ticket Squares and Ferry Tickets
If you land on a Ferry Ticket Square, you should take a Ticket 
from the pile. If you land on subsequent Ferry Ticket squares, 
you do nothing - you do not need more than one ticket to board 
the ferry and you should not possess more than one ticket 
during the game. Be careful though, ....you can lose your 
ticket in certain situations!
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Diversion Squares and Diversion Cards 
Diversions  are used to slow other players down.  If you land on a 
Diversion Square on the outer circuit of the board, take a card, 
look at it privately and then place it face down in front of you but 
within sight of your opponents. You can collect as many 
Diversion Cards as the pack allows. Only you will know which 
one(s) you possess. 

Diversions are in place for each of the corner squares. If you have 
been "diverted" by another player, you must put your playing 
piece on the relevant Diversion starting point (the big "D") within 
the corresponding corner square. On your next turns, you must 
follow the arrows around the coloured diversion, back to the main 
route around the board. 

If you are instructed to go on a Diversion by a "Luck Card" you may 
also take a Feature card for that square if you need it. 

How to use a Diversion Card 
You can only Divert someone who is currently on the 
corresponding corner square to the Diversion card that you hold. 
You can impose a Diversion only when it is your turn, simply by 
indicating which corner you are applying a Diversion card on. 
Your card is then put to the bottom of the pack.   

You are not obliged to use your Diversion card immediately  - you 
can wait until someone else lands on the corner, or when there is 
a group of people on that corner (thereby forcing the whole group 
to divert!).  If you are also on the square at the same time as using 
a corresponding Diversion Card on another player (or players), 
you must also go on the Diversion.

Strategy is important here. Use your Diversion Card wisely - it's 
best when other players are in the lead and you need to slow 
them down. You will never know who holds which card, so you will 
be lucky to avoid a Diversion throughout the game.

Moving around the Diversions.
If a player is sent on a Diversion by an opponent or by a "Luck" 
card, that player starts their Diversions from the respective 
Diversion point (the big "D") on their next throw of the die. They 
follow the coloured route clockwise. Diversions feature squares 
which may lengthen the time you spend on the Diversion, if you 
are unlucky enough to land on one. When leaving the Diversion, 
players should rejoin the main route around the board, counting 
the photo-corner square as one space and continuing clockwise 
as normal. If you have finished your Diversion by landing on the 
corner (photo) square, be aware that someone may send you on 
the same Diversion again almost instantaneously! Don’t forget, if 
you do land on the corner square at the end of your diversion, you 
can take another feature card if you need it.

Rolling a 6 on a diversion does not allow you to roll again. 

DIVERSIONS

The Long Weekend was designed by Graham Chappell and is 
copyrighted to Arran Graphics and Computers Ltd © 2015

The Douglas Hotel Photograph taken by Arran Graphics
 and is  used with kind permission.

 
The Long Weekend can be customised for other localities. 

Please enquire.
 

Spare components (cards and playing pieces)  can be 
purchased from Arran Graphics. These, and further copies of 

the game, along with our entire product catalogue can be 
purchased online at www.arrangraphicsonline.com 

Arran Graphics
P O Box 2060

Brodick
Isle of Arran. KA27 8YB

sales@arrangraphics.com    01770 303699

Our ideas and innovations are
always announced on Facebook

before anywhere else! 

Keep in touch with our latest news at 
www.facebook.com/ArranGraphics
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